Abstract. 2014 The control of the elastic electric resistance of a single molecule is discussed using a definition of molecular elastic resistance based on the Landauer formula. This definition is discussed in the prospect to distinguish between constriction effects and intramolecular effects. Examples of molecular switches are given, one using a mechanical effect, the other an electronic effect. The need for atomic resolved microscopy is emphasized to fabricate and wire such molecular switches.
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Microsc. MicroanaL Microstruct. 1 (1990) For an electrode surface area less than 100 j.tm2, the current passing through a metal-vacuummetal tunnel junction with a tunneling gap longer than 1 nm is smaller than the MA at a bias voltage lower than 100 mV [1] . Tb get a higher current over the same gap, one needs to fill up this gap with an inorganic (organic) material. This has been first experimented by Fisher and Giaever on Al-A1203-Al junctions [2] , by Esaki on abrupt semiconductor diodes [3] and more recently by Kuhn and co-workers on Al-LB-Al junctions with LB a Langmuir Blodgett organic film [4] . The effect of these materials is to lower the apparent tunnel barrier height experimented by the electrons [5] . Therefore [7] , how energy provided to a molecule can be totally reemitted or shared between the electron and the nuclei populations [8] . This is the richness of the intramolecular world which has lead to the expectation than one day a single molecule will be used in electronic devices in place of the solid state transistor [9] . The metal-single molecule-metal junction is one approach to this expectation [6, 10] . This approach will be described in this contribution. Let us consider the electrical circuit figure 1. As already discussed [11] , nanofabrication techniques are in the way of providing the metallic wiring needed to fabricate such a circuit. However, the chemisorption of a single molecule in parallel on the nanoscopic tunneling gap is truly a delicate problem [11] . But it will not be discussed here. Therefore, the "gedanken" circuit in figure 1 is considered in the following as a working example to get more insight on the physics involved at this scale.
As already noticed by Frenkel in the early 30's [12] , the current (I)-voltage (V) characteristic of a tunneling junction is truly non-linear. But at low bias voltage (typicaly lower than 100 mV), only the linear part of the I = f (V) characteristic can be kept. For the circuit figure 1, such an approximation will also be used. First, because it is very instructive to understand how the resistance of a metal-single molecule-metal junction can be controlled without involving nonlinear effect. Secondly, because up to now, no developpement of the I = f (V) function in series of the bias voltage for a given molecule has been obtained. Notice on the contrary that to analyse the optical response of a molecule, the expression of the polarization in series of the local electric field has been very well worked out since the seminal work of Bloembergen and co-workers [13] .
Our next hypothesis to define the molecule electrical resistance in the circuit figure 1 concerns how electrons find their way from the macroscopic wires A and B to the molecule through the mesoscopic wires C and D. Ttuly, the temperature of these wires must be as low as 10 K In that case, the electron mean free path inside the wires is of the order of the micron [14] . Therefore [9] . As we have demonstrated [20] this is equivalent to break the non-separability of the "constriction-mesoscopic wire -single molecule-mesoscopic wire-constriction" quantum system and to use a quasi-classical description of this system. In this approximation, the overall resistance R = G-1 of the system is the sum of two effective constriction resistances Rc with the resistance of the molecule Rmol :
But Re is a function of the number of channel available to the electron in the mesoscopic wire C and D [21] :
with Ne the number of active channel in the wires C and D at the Fermi level of the wires A and B.
In this semi-classical approximation, the apparent resistance of the molecule in the circuit figure 1 is given by combining (3) and (4) with R = G-1 :
with Teff given from (2) by:
Tïuly, (5) [24] . Therefore, a molecular wire will get a high resistance compared to a metal chain of the same length.
Contrary to the case of mixed valence compounds [24] , the optimization of a molecular wire has not been worked out. We have done some preliminary calculation on alkanes embedded between 2 nanoscopic gold wires [22] and some experiments using a STM on the same molecule [25] . But the small resistance found is still under debat [26] . The [10] . For a metal-single molecule-metal junction, our guideline is also to play with the overlap. But before providing some examples, notice that the design of molecular switches based on the control of Ceff(E) does not take into account non-linear effects. These effects appear when, for example, a large bias voltage is used in such a way that EF+eV crosses a molecular electronic level [6] . Only the control of (dI/dV)v=o is considered here.
They are various ways to control the overlap between diabatic wave functions with the constraint that the active molecule is attached to the two mesoscopic wires. They are summarized figure 2. The first possibility is to do "molecular mechanics" by moving a part of the molecule to make the two diabatic tails orthogonal or far appart. The second possibility is to do "molecular electronics" by directing the tails in opposite direction using donor (or acceptor) group or by forcing these tails to interfere. One example of each is presented in the following. Fig. 2. -Differents startegies to control Rmolo (2a), (2b) and (2c) are dealing with a conformational control of the diabatic wave funtion overlap and (2d) and (2e) to an electronic control of such an overlap. X is for a donor (or an acceptor) group.
The "mechanics" refers for example to conformation change of one part of the molecule by light absorption. One interesting effect in this context is the TICT effect i.e. the possibility of some non rigid donor acceptor (D-A) molecules to be twisted in the excited state [27] . This comes from the fact that in some D-A molecules the (D -A)* state crosses a D+ -A-state. The molecule embedded between 2 gold wires presented figure 3 has been designed using two such molecule assembled together. Fig. 3. -A model TICT molecule connected to two nanoscopic gold wires with a section of 5 atoms. This molecule is the N -N' Bis (4 cynanophenyl).-dihydropyrazine, a conjugated version of the TICT molecule studied in [27] .
The variation of Teff(E) as a function of the rotation angle 03B8 = 03B81 = 03B82 of the central part of this molecule is presented figure 5 for 03B8 =0° and 03B8 =90° only for the channels of symmetry 03C0 of the gold wire [28] . It For the second possibility (the "electronics") to control diabatic tails overlap, it is interesting to consider the example of a benzene ring embedded in a polyacetylene chain as presented figure 5 . The polyacetylene is there to model the wires band structure needed to send Bloch electron waves through the benzene ring. Teff(E) through this benzene ring is presented figure 5 . It is clear that the way the polyacetylene chains are connected to the benzene controls Teff(E). This comes from the fact that Bloch waves interfere through the ring. If one branch of the ring is longer than the other, the phase of the diabatic tails through this branch will be different from the other branch. A destructive interference between the two parts of the tails will lead to a low Teff(E) as shown figure 5 . This open fascinating possibilities to control Teff(E) and therefore Rmol using for example the ability of donor-acceptor groups to shift the energy position of the destructive interference. 4 . The need for a local characterization.
The two major problems in the fabrication of the circuit presented figure 1 are first the characterization of the mesoscopic wires C and D and secondly the recognition of the chemisorbed molecule. For the first one, the quality of the wire metal and the respect of the wire dimension along its length are both important. As demonstrated section 2, the reason is the sensitivity of Rmol to the electronic structure of the wires C and D via the tunneling coefficients t03B103B1'(E). This means that a t03B103B1' (E) can be modified very easily by a small variation in the lateral dimension of the wire. For that surpose, local probe microscopy like STM and AFM are needed to check with an atomic resolution the regularity of the lateral dimension of the wires [29] . Three contributions in this special issue are dealing with STM and AFM works. It is therefore not needed here to decribe how a STM or an AFM works. Moreover, this characterization will no be complete without figure 3 from the 3 channels of symmetry 7r of the left gold wire to the same 7r channels of the right gold wire. Only 6s orbitals have been considered for Au atoms in this calculation. This lead to 5 propagative channels, 3 with 7r symmetry [22] .
an analysis in depth of the internal structure of these wires. In that prospect Transmission Electron Microscopies are going to be very useful to give for example the grain internal structure of the mesoscopic wires. This knowledge is important to optimize annealing processes used to avoid grain boundaries in these wires. Like lateral dimension variation along the wires, grain structures introduce elastic and inelastic scattering events in the mesoscopic wires. This will perturbe the measurement of ..Rmol.
Concerning the recognition of the chemisorbed molecule, the problem is not only to use an instrument able to produce an atomic resolved image of the surface but also to recognize the species absorbed on the surface. This has always been a problem in microscopy in general and this problem is aise present STM and AFM microscopies. For example the usual interpretation with STM is that an STM image depends on the density of states of the surface for E = Ep [30] . This work quite well tor semi-conductor surfaces like Si, GaAs but not totally with metal surface [34] . Notice the différence between the ortho and the meta connection. [31] and not at all with absorbed molecules. In this last case, important for the characterization of the circuit figure 1, one can recognize the symmetry of a molecule on its chemisorbed molecule STM image [32] . But the detailed position of the atoms is not provided by such an approximation. More calculations are needed to take into account the atomic structure of the STM tip and the molecular orbital structure of the adsorbate [33] . We clearly need such a recognition step in our case.
Conclusion.
Molecular electronics taken in its strict meaning requires to work at the nanoscopic scale, molecule by molecule. Our experimental bench is an insulating surface where mesoscopic metallic wires have been fabricated. Therefore, the knowledge of inorganic surface atomic level structure is needed to be sure of the quality of the wiring and of the presence of the molecule. This will open the fascinating possibility to experiment on one (and the same) molecule and in the future to optimize the design of these molecules to get a specific fonction like a wire or a molecular switch.
